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Abstract

We consider the problem of rewriting semistructured queries using semistructured views. Given
a client semistructured positive non-recursive query and a set of semistructured views, the algorithm nds a rewriting query that is equivalent to the client query and accesses only the
views. Our solution is based on appropriately generalizing well understood techniques such as
containment mappings and the chase. Furthermore, we develop an equivalence testing algorithm
for checking the equivalence of the client query against the composition of the rewriting query
with the views. We prove that our algorithm is sound and complete. Finally we investigate a
specialized polynomial algorithm for composing the rewritten query with the views, based on
which we can show that the semistructured query rewriting problem is NP-complete; i.e., it is
no harder than the rewriting problem for conjunctive queries.
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1 Introduction
Recently, many semistructured data models, query and view de nition languages have been proposed [GM+97, MAG+97, BDHS96, AV97, MM97, KS95, PGMU96, PAGM96, AGM+ 97, Suc96].1
A main motivation and use is the integration of heterogeneous information [Wie93, LSS96] using an
\on-demand" mediator [PGMW95, FFLS97, KS95, MMM96] or a semistructured database/warehouse
where semistructured materialized views are stored [MAG+97, BDHS96]. Semistructured query
rewriting algorithms will signi cantly enhance the performance and functionality of semistructured
mediators and repositories. The importance of rewriting algorithms in mediators and repositories
of relational systems, as described below, is a witness to the the many applications they'll have in
the semistructured world.

Materialized views In the relational world, rewriting algorithms have been developed for an-

swering queries using materialized views [LMSS95, LY85]. Furthermore, query rewriting is
used to improve the use of the query cache [KB96].
On-demand mediators The source contents are often described via views. Furthermore, the
di erent and limited query capabilities of the sources are often described by \views" where
the constants are parameterized. Then a client query over the source data sets is rewritten
to correctly use the contents and capabilities of the sources, i.e., to correctly use the available
views [RSU95, LRU96, VP97, VP, HKWY97, PGH96, LRO96].
We express queries and views using MSL [PGMU96, PAGM96], a logic-based language with
minimal model semantics for querying the OEM semistructured data model [PGMW95]. The syntactic and semantic similarity of MSL to Datalog clari es the similarities as well as the fundamental
di erences between the rewriting of relational and semistructured queries.
In this paper, we focus on queries and views that are positive, conjunctive, single-rule MSL
programs without arithmetic; a generalization to positive non-recursive MSL programs without
arithmetic is straightforward. We solve the rewriting problem with a novel sound and complete algorithm which extends well-understood techniques from the relational world into the semistructured
one.
First the algorithm nds a containment mapping [CM77] from a set of views to the client query.
Note that we extend mappings to deal with object nesting. Furthermore, the algorithm also uses
the chase technique [Ull89] to cope with object identity issues. The chase is as well extended to
deal with set-valued attributes.
Then the rewriting query is computed and our algorithm checks whether the composition of the
rewriting query and the views is equivalent to the client query. In particular, we present syntactic
conditions for the equivalence of MSL queries that are an extension of the conditions for equivalence
of unions of conjunctive queries [CM77, SY80].
We also propose a polynomial algorithm for composing the rewritten query with the views
and based on this algorithm we conjecture that the semistructured query rewriting problem is
NP-complete; i.e., it is no harder than the rewriting problem for conjunctive queries.
The following section discusses related work. Section 3 introduces the OEM data model and
the MSL query language for semistructured data. Section 4 formally states the rewriting problem,
de nes mappings and describes our algorithm. Section 5 presents an algorithm for equivalence
testing of MSL queries. Finally, Section 6 proves the correctness of our proposed algorithm for
By semistructured views (queries) we mean views (queries) evaluated on data conforming to a semistructured
data model.
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’John Patriot’

Figure 1: Example OEM objects
MSL rewriting and discusses the complexity of the rewriting problem. For the sake of completeness,
in Appendix A we present query composition for MSL and in Appendix B a mapping discovery
algorithm.

2 Related work
The problem of query rewriting for conjunctive relational views is discussed in [LMSS95, Qia96,
LRU96, VP97, DL97, VP] and for recursive relational views in [DG97]. It is also related to the
problems of query containment and query equivalence [CM77, CV92].
To the best of our knowledge, there is no work on the rewriting of semistructured queries.
Furthermore, the relational rewriting work cannot o er a straightforward solution to the nonrecursive MSL rewriting problem because (i) non-recursive MSL queries reduce to (a restricted
form of) recursive2 Datalog programs, as described in [Pap97], hence making inapplicable the
conjunctive query rewriting results and (ii) the special form of the restricted recursion leads to
decidability and complexity results which do not hold for arbitrary recursive Datalog programs.
Since our data model supports object oriented features, our work is relevant to the problem
of object oriented query rewriting. Previous work on the problem of containment and equivalence
of object oriented queries [Cha92, LR96] relies on the existence of a static class hierarchy.3 Work
on the containment of queries on complex objects has been presented most recently in [LS97].
However, [LS97] considers the problem of query containment and equivalence, while we are solving
the query rewriting problem. Furthermore, the language used in [LS97] is typed { as opposed to
MSL which is semistructured.
Finally, note that in the OEM data model every node of the semistructured graph has an
object identity | unlike [BDHS96] and [LS97]. Furthermore, we require that the original and the
rewritten queries compute identical graphs (i.e., same OID's) as opposed to graphs equivalent under
bisimulation [BDHS96].

3 The OEM Data Model and the MSL Query Language
In the OEM data model, the data are represented as a rooted graph with labeled nodes (also
called objects) that have unique object-id's (usually starting with a &). Figure 1 illustrates some
bibliographic data represented in OEM. Atomic objects have an atomic value (e.g., Conspiracy)
while the value of the other objects (called set objects) is the set of objects pointed by the outgoing
2
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A restricted form of recursion is needed to deal with the unbounded nesting of the semistructured objects.
Notice the di erence with the unbounded nesting depth of the semistructured objects.
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edges. The roots of the graph are illustrated as top level objects. They are the starting points
for querying the sources. The object-id's can be terms. Indeed meaningful term object-id's can
facilitate the integration tasks [PAGM96].
A MSL query consists of rules that de ne the query result using minimal model semantics.
Each rule consists of a head followed by a :- and a body, in the style of Datalog [Ull89]. Intuitively,
the head describes result objects, whereas the body describes one or more conditions that must be
satis ed by the source objects. The head and the body conditions are based on object patterns of
the form <object-id label value>. The value eld can be either an atomic term (variable, constant,
or term) or a set value pattern which contains zero or more object patterns. We illustrate the
semantics with the following example. See [PAGM96, Pap97] for more information.
(Q1) <fem(P)

female f<X Y Z>g> :- <P person f<G gender female> <X Y Z>g>@db

The semantics of the above query are
if there is a tuple of bindings p, g , x, y and z for the variables P, G, X, Y, and Z such that
the data source db contains a person top-level (root) object identi ed by p,
the p object has a gender subobject with value female and object id g , and
the p object has a y subobject with value z and object id x
then the query result has
a female object, with object-id fem(p),
the fem(p) object has a y subobject with value z and object id x.

Note that a MSL query may involve more than one data sources, e.g., one condition may refer to
and a second one to db2. Finally, note the following restrictions on the MSL that is used in
this paper. First, we do not allow variables that appear in object-id elds of body conditions to
also appear in a label or a value eld of another condition.4 Second, we only consider single rule,
positive MSL queries without arithmetic. Finally, we only use normal form queries.
De nition: Normal Form MSL Queries are the MSL queries in whose body all set-valued
value elds contain at most one object pattern. Additionally, a normal form query with just one
condition in its body is called a single path query. 2
We can easily convert non normal form queries into normal form ones. For example, query (Q1)
can be easily transformed into the following normal form query:
db1

(Q2) <fem(P)

female f<X Y Z>g> :- <P person f<G gender female>g>@db
AND <P person f<X Y Z>g>@db

4 MSL Query Rewriting
Given a MSL query Q and views V = V1; : : :; Vn, the problem is to nd a query Q0 such that, for all
OEM databases D, the result Q(D) of Q applied on D is identical to the result Q0 (V1(D); : : :; Vn(D))
of Q0 applied on V1 (D); : : :; Vn(D) (where Q(D); V1(D); : : :; Vn(D) are of course OEM databases.)
The query Q and each of the views V1; : : :; Vn is a single, positive MSL rule without arithmetic.
We call Q0 the rewriting query. In general, there may be more than one rewriting queries.
4

Our algorithm will work in the absence of this condition but it will not be complete.
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4.1 Rewriting of Queries with Single Path Condition

Our rst algorithm decides whether a query Q having one single path condition can be rewritten
using a single view V . This algorithm, though a special case of the complete rewriting algorithm
(see Section 4.3), demonstrates some key aspects of the rewriting problem in MSL and highlights
important similarities and di erences between rewriting of conjunctive and semistructured queries.
The algorithm's steps are:
1. Find, if it exists, the mapping from V to Q. Our mappings extend [CM77] to cope with
object nesting. They are formally de ned in Section 4.2. Notice that there can be at most
one mapping from the body of V to the one single path condition in the body of Q. If a
mapping exists, then we can be sure that, if there is a variable binding that satis es the body
of Q, then there is also a binding that satis es the body of V . Furthermore, the mapping
indicates which conditions of Q do not appear in V .
2. Apply the mapping to V , resulting in an \instantiation" of V , namely V 0 . Then build the
rewriting query Q0 as follows: The head of Q0 is identical to the head of Q. The body of Q0
is the head of V 0.
3. Check whether the composition of V and Q0 , denoted by V  Q0 is equivalent to Q. A
straightforward way to perform the check is to compute the composition V  Q0 by using the
resolution and uni cation based algorithm in [PAGM96, Pap97]5 and then use the equivalence
testing algorithm presented in Section 5.

Example 4.1 Consider the view (V1), which restructures the person objects of db into objects

that \group" their labels in property subobjects and their values in value subobjects, and the
query (Q3) which asks whether the value leland stanford appears in the database.
(V1) <P'
(Q3)

person f<prop(P',Y') property Y'> <X' value Z'>g> :<P' person f<X' Y' Z'>g>@db
<P stanford yes> :- <P person f<X Y leland stanford>g>@db

The only mapping from the body of (V1) to the body of (Q3) is:
(M2) [P'

7! P, X' 7! X, Y' 7! Y, Z' 7! leland stanford]

The existence of mapping (M2) is a necessary condition for the \relevance" of view (V1) to the
rewriting of (Q3). (M2) is similar to containment mappings. However, our mappings are extended
to map a variable to a set pattern.
The only candidate rewriting query (Q4) is created from the head of (Q3) and the result of
applying (M2) to the head of (V1).
(Q4) <P

stanford yes> :- <P person f<prop(P,Y) property Y>
<X value leland stanford>g>

We test whether (Q4) is a valid rewriting query by putting it in normal form, composing it with (V1)
and comparing the resulting query (V1)(Q4)norm to (Q3). Indeed, (V1)(Q4)norm is equivalent
to (Q3) because the heads are identical and there are mappings in both directions.
5
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(Q4)norm <P

stanford yes> :- <P person f<prop(P,Y) property Y>g>
AND <P person f<X value leland stanford>g>
(V1)(Q4)norm <P stanford yes> :- <P person f<X' Y Z'>g>
AND <P person f<X'' Y'' leland stanford>g>

2

Example 4.2 Consider query (Q5). The body of view (V1) maps to the body of (Q5) by the
mapping (M3). Notice the set pattern appearing in the mapping. Notice also that despite the
existence of the mapping the rewriting query (Q6) is not correct.
(Q5) <P stanford yes> :- <P person f<X name f<Z last stanford>g>g>@db
(M3) [P' 7! P, X' 7! X, Y' 7! name, Z' 7! f<Z last stanford>g ]
(Q6) <P stanford yes> :- <P person f<prop(P,name) property name>

<X value f<Z last stanford>g>g>@V1

2
As we will show in Section 6, the above procedure is sound and complete. In the following
subsection, we formally de ne mappings and describe an algorithm for mapping composition. Subsections 4.3 and 4.5 present a general algorithm for query rewriting. Subsection 4.4 extends the
chase for set variables.

4.2 Mappings

In this section, we formally de ne mappings and mapping composition.
De nition: A Mapping is a set of structures of the form variable 7! rhs that transforms a MSL
object pattern (or a conjunction of MSL object patterns or a MSL rule) to another. Rhs can be a
term or a set of MSL object patterns fpattern 1 ; : : :; pattern n g. The right hand sides cannot contain
variables that appear in the left hand sides of 7!. 2
De nition: Valid Application of a Mapping on an OEM Object Pattern The result of
applying a mapping on an OEM object pattern is a pattern where every variable which appears
in the left hand side is replaced by the corresponding right hand side. The mapping is applicable
to the object pattern if (i) the resulting pattern has valid OEM syntax, i.e., set patterns do not
appear in object-id or label positions, (ii) is compatible with functional dependencies imposed by
the object-id's. 2
The composition of two mappings 1 and 2 , denoted by 1  2 , is derived by applying 2 on
the variables and set patterns on the right hand side of 1 and subsequently concatenating them.
De nition: Mapping Composition The composition 1  2 is a mapping  consisting of (i) all
V 7! rhs structures of 2 and (ii) for every V 7! rhs structure of 1 ,  includes a structure of the
form V 7! rhs 0 and rhs 0 = 2 (rhs ). 2
The complete algorithm for discovering mappings from a set of single path conditions to another
set of single path conditions appears in Appendix B.
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4.3 General case of query rewriting

We now treat the general case of the query rewriting problem, with any number of views in V
and any number of conditions in the body of the query Q. Note that object identity introduces
a functional dependency (from the object id to the label and value) which needs to be taken into
consideration. We extend and apply the chase technique to take the functional dependency into
account. For the sake of simplicity, the following example uses a view set with only one view to
do the rewriting. The method used generalizes trivially to sets of views of any size; the algorithm
described in subsection 4.5 covers the general case.
Example 4.3 Consider the following view (V4). Notice that the semantic object-ids of property
and value objects retain information about the object that originally had that property and value.
Then consider query (Q7).
(V4) <P'
(Q7)

person f<prop(X') property Y'> <val(X') value Z'>g> :<P' person f<X' Y' Z'>g>
<P stan student f<X Y Z>g> :<P person f<U university stanford>g>@db
AND <P person f<X Y Z>g>

Intuitively, (Q7) can be answered using (V4) as follows: First use (V4) to nd the P's that have
a \university" subobject with value \stanford". The mapping (M5) from the body of (V4) to the
rst condition of (Q7) implies that this is possible. Then for every P that quali es, pick all its
subobjects <X Y Z>. Mapping (M6) from the body of (V4) to the second condition of (Q7) implies
that this is also possible. Then, the head of the rewriting query (Q8) is the head of (Q7) and the
body of (Q8) is the conjunction of 5 (head (V 4)) and 6 (head (V 4)).
(M5) 5
(M6) 6
(Q8) <P

= [P' 7! P, X' 7! U, Y' 7! university, Z' 7! stanford]
= [P' 7! P, X' 7! X, Y' 7! Y, Z' 7! Z]
stan student f<X Y Z>g> :<P person f<prop(X) property Y> <val(X) value Z>g>@V4
<P person f<prop(U) property university> <val(U) value stanford>g>@V4

Let us now check whether (Q8) is a valid rewriting query. That means transforming (Q8) into
normal form and checking whether (Q9)=(V4)(Q8)norm is equivalent to (Q7).
(Q9) <P

stan student f<X Y Z>g> :<P person f<X Y Z'>g>@db AND <P person f<X Y' Z>g>@db
<P person f<U university Z''>g>@db AND <P person f<U Y'' stanford>g>@db

Notice that unless we make use of the functional dependency Oid ! LabelValue there is no mapping
from the body of the query (Q7) to the body of (Q9). By chasing (Q9), we infer that Y  Y0 , Z  Z0,
Y00  university, and Z00  stanford. 2

4.4 Extending the chase for set variables

As noted in the previous section, the chase has to be extended for the case of variables that can
bind to sets. The following example motivates the need and presents our extension to chase. Notice
how the \set" variable is transformed into a set pattern.
6

Example 4.4 Consider (Q7) and (Q10) below.
(Q10) <P

stan student V> :- <P person f<U university stanford>g>@db
AND <P person V>@db

(Q10) is equivalent to (Q7) since V is a set variable. However, our algorithm, as described so
far, will erroneously not discover a rewriting query because there is no mapping from the condition
of (Q7) to the second condition of (Q10). Using the functional dependencies for objects, we can
infer that V is a set variable and transform (Q10) to (Q7). 2

4.5 Rewriting Algorithm

The following algorithm generates a rewriting query if one exists. The query bodies are converted
into normal form and are chased before we apply the algorithm.

Input: A MSL query Q with k single path conditions in the body
and a set of MSL views V = fV1; : : :; Vng.
Output: A rewriting query Q0.
Step 1: Find the mappings ij from the body of each Vi 2 V to the body of Q
using the mapping discovery algorithm of Appendix B.
Step 2: construct candidate rewriting queries Q0
 head (Q0 ) is head (Q)
 body (Q0) is any combination of length 1  l  k of ij (head (Vi))
if the resulting query is unsafe [Ull89], then continue with next candidate
chase Q0
Step 3: test whether the constructed Q0 is correct. Speci cally,
construct Q0 (V1; : : :; Vn)
chase it
if Q0 (V1; : : :; Vn ) is equivalent to Q (see Section 5) declare success
else continue with the next candidate.

5 Equivalence of MSL queries
Two queries Q1 ; Q2 are equivalent if and only if for all OEM databases D, Q1(D) and Q2 (D) are
identical. In this section, we will develop a compile-time, syntactic test of equivalence of MSL
queries, based on an extension of containment mappings [CM77]. We assume that the chase has
already been applied to the queries. We start with the simpler case of MSL queries with identical
heads.

Theorem 5.1 Consider two MSL queries Q and Q0 which are unions of multiple rules Q ; : : :; Qn
1

and Q01; : : :; Q0n correspondingly. Also assume that all the rules of Q and Q0 have the same head.
Q is equivalent to Q0 if and only if (i) for every rule Qi there is mapping from the body of Qi to
the body of some Q0k(i) and (ii) for every rule Q0i there is mapping from the body of Q0i to the body
of some Qk0 (i) .
The main point is that a set of variable bindings satisfying Q will also satisfy a query of Q0.
Therefore, since the heads are equivalent, every object produced by Q will also be produced by Q0
(and vice versa).
7

In the case of queries with arbitrary heads, the problem is more complicated because di erent
rules can contribute di erent parts of a connected part of the graph. Hence we need to make
sure that all the components of the result graph are the same. To do that, we decompose a MSL
query into graph component queries that correspond to the components of the result graph: edges,
nodes and root, i.e., top-level objects6. Note that member and top depart from the MSL syntax to
emphasize the connection to Datalog [Pap97].
Example 5.2 Consider the following query:
(Q11) <l(X) l f<Y m f<n(Z) n V>g>g> :- <X a f<Y b f<Z c V>g>g>
Its decomposition in graph component queries is as follows:
top(l(X)) :- <X a f<Y b f<Z c V>g>g>
member(l(X),Y) :- <X a f<Y b f<Z c V>g>g>
member(Y,n(Z)) :- <X a f<Y b f<Z c V>g>g>
<l(X) l fg> :- <X a f<Y b f<Z c V>g>g>
<Y m fg> :- <X a f<Y b f<Z c V>g>g>
<n(Z) n V> :- <X a f<Y b f<Z c V>g>g>

2
The described decomposition is in the same spirit as normal form decomposition for query
bodies (see Section 3) but goes one step further. The condition for equivalence of the resulting
graph component queries is easily derived:

Theorem 5.3 Two sets S1 = fP1; : : :; Png and S2 = fT1; : : :; Tmg of graph component queries are
equivalent if and only if for each Pi there exists a mapping to it from some Tj and for each Ti there
exists a mapping to it from some Pj . Mappings include the heads of the component queries.
The proof of Theorem 5.3 is a straightforward generalization of the containment theorem for unions
of relational conjunctive queries. Moreover, the following is easy to see:
Theorem 5.4 (MSL query equivalence) Two MSL queries are equivalent if and only if their
decompositions into graph component queries are equivalent.
From the above, it is straightforward to derive a simple equivalence test for MSL queries.

6 Soundness, Completeness and Complexity
In the previous section we have shown that query rewriting can be done in three steps. In the rst
step, we nd mappings from the body of the views to the body of the query. In the second step,
we use \instantiated" view heads to construct the rewriting query and in the third, we check the
correctness of the rewriting. The third step establishes the soundness of our rewriting algorithm.
To prove the completeness of the algorithm, we rst observe that if there is no mapping from a
view body to the query body, then the view is not \relevant" to the query.

Lemma 6.1 Let Q and V be MSL queries. There is a rewriting query Q0 of Q using view V only

if there is a mapping from the body of V to the body of Q.
6
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Moreover, we can bound both the number of conditions and the variables appearing in the
rewriting.

Lemma 6.2 Let Q be a MSL query and V be a set of MSL views. If there exists a rewriting of
Q using V , then there exists such a rewriting consisting of at most k view heads, where k is the
number of single path conditions in the body of the query.7

Lemma 6.3 If there exists a rewriting of query Q using the set of views V , then there exists a

rewriting of Q using V that doesn't use variables that don't exist in Q.
The above lemmata demonstrate that the theory of relational query rewriting, presented in
[LMSS95], can be generalized for MSL. Notice that the object-id functional dependencies do not
create a problem to Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. In particular, our algorithm would not be complete if there
are FDs other than the FD of value and label on object-id. This FD is handled by our generalized
chase but, as [DL97] has showed, the chase can not always guarantee the completeness of rewriting.
Our algorithm is complete, since we disallow the existence of extra FDs, which in MSLs case can be
created by placing a variable in the object-id and label or value eld simultaneously. For example,
we disallow the condition <X Y f<Y Z W>g> which creates the extra FD from X to Z and W.
The following lemma justi es why completeness is not compromised by only constructing rewriting queries Q0 that have a head identical to the head of the query Q. Notice, this is an issue that is
particular to semistructured and nested models while it is trivial in the relational model (Q0 must
have an identical, up to variable renaming, head to Q.)

Lemma 6.4 If there exists a valid rewriting query Q00 such that head(Q00) is not the same as
head(Q), then there exists a valid rewriting query Q0 such that head(Q0) = head(Q).
To see this, notice that if there exists such a query Q00 , then we can always apply our rewriting
algorithm to it, to derive a query Q0 equivalent to Q00 (and therefore to Q) whose head is identical
to the head of Q.

Theorem 6.5 The rewriting algorithm proposed in subsection 4.5 is sound and complete.
Crux: It is obviously sound, because the last step of the algorithm is a correctness test. It is

complete because of the above lemmata, because the query composition algorithm is correct [Pap97]
and nally because the rewriting algorithm exhaustively searches the space of rewritings de ned
by the above lemmata. 2

6.1 Complexity of MSL rewriting

The algorithm described in Section 4.3 takes exponential time. First, Step 1 can generate an
exponential in the size of the view bodies number of mappings. Then Step 2 can generate an
exponential number of candidate rewritings. Finally the construction of Q0 (V1; : : :; Vn) using a
generic query composition algorithm, i.e., an algorithm which can compose two arbitrary queries
Q1 and Q2 , takes exponential time8 . We now present a claim that the composition of the rewriting
query and the participating views can be done in polynomial time and, assuming this, we show
that MSL rewriting is NP-complete. The main observation is that query composition of arbitrary
Notice that, since view heads do not have to be single path, the number of single paths in the rewriting can be
greater than k.
8
See also Appendix A.
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queries nds all possible uni ers for each single path condition of the query Q0 to be resolved.
We claim that, for the rewriting query Q0 , only one of all the possible uni ers for each condition
is necessary and sucient to correctly compute the composition. To see this, let us consider the
following example.
Example 6.6 Let the query and the (single) view be
(Q12) <P p f<Q L W> <M R S>g> :- <Q L W> AND <P person f<M R S>g>
(V7) <P p f<Q L W> <M R S>g> :- <Q L W> AND <P person f<M R S>g>
It should be intuitively obvious that we can answer (Q12) using just the data provided by (V7).
There is just one mapping from the body of the view to the body of the query. The rewriting
query is (before and after normal form transformation):
<P' p f<Q' L' W'> <M' R' S'>g> :- <P' p f<Q' L' W'> <M' R' S'>g>@V

(Q13) <P' p f<Q' L' W'> <M' R' S'>g> :- <P' p f<Q' L' W'>g>@V AND <P' p f<M' R' S'>g>@V
Notice that it is obvious which single path condition in the view head each subgoal of (Q13)
\originates" from.
To test the rewriting, we compose (Q13) with (V7). The composition is done as follows9 : We
can resolve the rst subgoal of (Q13) in two di erent ways, resulting in two MSL rules:
(a) <P p f<Q L W> <M' R' S'>g> :- <Q L W> AND <P person f<M R S>g>
(b)

AND <P p f<M' R' S'>g>@V
<P p f<M R S> <M' R' S'>g> :- <Q L W> AND <P person f<M R S>g>
AND <P person f< M' R' S'>g>@V

Notice that (a) is produced by a uni er that uni es the condition C :<P' p f<Q' L' W'>g> with
the single path condition from which it originated; we call such uni ers natural uni ers. In contrast,
(b) is produced using a uni er that uni es C with <P p f<M R S>g>. Resolving the last remaining
unresolved condition gives us 4 MSL rules:
(a1 ) <P p f<Q L W> <M' R' S'>g> :- <Q L W> AND <P person f<M R S>g>
AND <Q'' L'' W''> AND
p f<Q L W> <M' R' S'>g> :- <Q L W> AND <P person
AND <M' R' S'> AND <P
<P p f<M R S> <M' R' S'>g> :- <Q L W> AND <P person
AND <Q1 L1 W1> AND <P
<P p f<M R S> <M' R' S'>g> :- <Q L W> AND <P person
AND <M' R' S'> AND <P

(a2 ) <P
(b1)
(b2)

<P person f<M' R' S'>g>
f<M R S>g>
person f<M'' R'' S''>g>
f<M R S>g>
person f<M' R' S'>g>
f<M R S>g>
person f<M1 R1 S1>g>

Notice the following: a1 is generated by only using natural uni ers. Moreover, it turns out that
a2; b1; b2 are irrelevant to the correctness of the rewriting query: they all map10 into a1. Thus,
we can use this limited and \focused" form of composition for the rewriting query: only consider
natural uni ers during composition.
The general claim is that all the MSL rules produced during the full- edged query composition
of Q0 with the view set V can be mapped into the (single) rule that is produced when composing
using only natural uni ers. 2
9
10

As mentioned earlier, the order in which the subgoals are resolved is not important.
It is a small technical issue to extend Section 5 to deal with containment of MSL queries, instead of equivalence.
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That specialized query composition scheme of Q0 with V takes polynomial time, since there is at
most one natural uni er per single path condition in the rewriting query. Thus, assuming the truth
of the above claim, we have the following:

Lemma 6.7 Query composition of the rewriting query Q0 with the views V takes polynomial time.
We can then show that the query rewriting problem in MSL is NP-complete.

Theorem 6.8 Query rewriting for MSL is NP-complete.
Crux: NP-hardness is easily established by reducing relational query rewriting (which is NP-

complete [LMSS95]) to rewriting for MSL. Membership in NP is proven as follows: We guess a
rewriting of length  k, where k is the number of simple path conditions in the view and we also
guess containment mappings involving a limited set of variables. (We may need fresh variables
for reusing a view but, in the absence of recursion, the number of fresh variables is limited.) We
\translate" the rewriting query Q0 into a query on the source data using the polynomial query
composition described above and we test if the mappings establish the equivalence between the
composition and the original query. 2
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A Query composition
The composition of MSL queries Q and V is a query Qc = V  Q, such that for any OEM database
D, Qc (D) = Q(V (D)). Query composition is accomplished by resolving each condition in the body
of Q with the head of V , using uni cation (which generalizes [GN88, Ull89].) A uni er in MSL is
de ned as follows:

De nition: [Pap97] Uni er  from a single path condition e to a general condition e
1

2

 is a uni er from e1 to e2 if the pattern (e1 ) is included in the pattern (e2), as described by
De nition A. 2
De nition: Object pattern inclusion A single path pattern e1 is included in a pattern e2 if
and only if
(a) e1 has identical object-id and label elds as e2
(b) if the value eld of e1 is of the form fe01 g
then the value eld of e2 is of the form fe12 ,: : :,em
2 g and
j
there is a pattern e2 ; j = 0; : : :; m such that e01 is included in ej2 .
else if the value eld of e1 is of the form fg
then the value eld of e2 is of the form fe12 ,: : :,em
2 g (m may be 0)
else e1 and e2 have the same value eld.

2

Query composition is easily generalized to multiple queries V1; : : :; Vn. Let us look at the
following detailed example:
Example A.1 Let us consider the following query
(Q14) <P ans f<D m V>g> :- <P p f<A l V>g> AND <Q q f<D m V>g>
and two views
(V8) <f(A0,B) p f<A0 l V'> <B Y `abc'>g> :<X label1 f<A0 label2 V0 > <B Y W> <C label3 T>g>
<F L E> :- <G l f<F L E>g>

(V9)
There exist two uni ers for the rst condition of (Q14) and the head of (V8):
1 = [P 7! f(A0; B); A 7! A0 ; V 7! V0 ]
2 = [P 7! f(A0; B); A 7! B; Y 7! l; V 7! 0 abc0]
There exists one uni er for the rst condition of (Q14) and the head of (V9):
3 = [P 7! F; L 7! p; E 7! f<A l V>g]
That means the result of resolving the rst condition of (Q14) with the views gives 3 MSL queries:
13

(Q15) <f(A0,B)
(Q16)

ans f<D m V0>g> :- <X label1 f<A0 label2 V0 > <B Y W> <C label3 T>g>
AND <Q q f<D m V0 >g>
0
<f(A ,B) ans f<D m 'abc'>g> :- <X label1 f<A0 label2 V0> <B l W> <C label3 T>g>
AND <Q q f<D m 'abc'>g>
<F ans f<D m V>g> :- <G l f<F p f<A l V>g>g> AND <Q q f<D m V>g>

(Q17)
For the second condition of each one of (Q15,Q16,Q17), there exists one uni er with (V9):

4 = [Q 7! F; L 7! q; E 7! f<D m V'>g]
5 = [Q 7! F; L 7! q; E 7! f<D m 'abc'>g]
6 = [Q 7! F; L 7! q; E 7! f<D m V>g]
Therefore, Qc consists of 3 MSL rules:
(Q18) <f(A0,B) ans f<D m V0>g> :(Q19)
(Q20)

<X label1 f<A0 label2 V0 > <B Y W> <C label3 T>g>
AND <G l f<F q f<D m V0 >g>g>
0
<f(A ,B) ans f<D m 'abc'>g> :- <X label1 f<A0 label2 V0> <B l W> <C label3 T>g>
AND <G l f<F q f<D m 'abc'>g>g>
<F ans f<D m V>g> :- <G l f<F p f<A l V>g>g> AND <G l f<F q f<D m V>g>g>

2
Notice that in MSL there are multiple mgus or most general uni ers. The practical consequence
is that the result of V  Q, where V; Q are single rule conjunctive MSL queries, could be a union
of conjunctive MSL queries. In other words, Qc could consist of multiple rules. In particular, Qc
could consist of an exponential number of rules (of at most polynomial length.)

Theorem A.2 (Composition Complexity) Query composition in MSL can take exponential

time.
Notice that the order of resolving query conditions with view heads does not matter.
It is obvious that query composition \implements" view dereferencing: it transforms a query
that refers to the object patterns in a view head to a query that refers to the \source" objects that
the view is de ned over.
For a more detailed description and proof of correctness of the uni cation process in MSL, see
[Pap97].

B Mappings
The following algorithm returns the mapping, if there is one, of a single path condition c1 to a
single path condition c2.
INPUT
Two single path conditions c1 and c2
OUTPUT A mapping , if there is one, such that (c1)  c2
METHOD Run the function  = map1(c1; c2; [])
function map1(c1 ; c2; i )
apply i to c1:oid and c2 :oid

%Mappings of oid's and labels are not described in detail
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because they are well-known

if there is no mapping oid of c1:oid to c2:oid
return no mapping
else apply i  oid on c1 :label and c2:label
if there is no mapping label from c1:label to c2 :label
return no mapping
else apply i  oid  label on +c1 :value and c2:value
if c1:value and c2:value are terms and they have a mapping value
return i  oid  label  value
else if c2 :value is a set of the form fr1; : : :; rmg and c1:value is a variable then
if there is already a mapping of c1:value to a set fs1 ; : : :; sn g
return i  oid  label  [c1:value 7! fs1 ; : : :; sn ; r1; : : :; rmg]
else
return i  oid  label  [c1:value 7! fr1; : : :; rmg]
else return no mapping

Next, we describe a brute force algorithm for discovering the mappings from a set of single path
conditions to another set of single path conditions.
INPUT
Two sets fc11; : : :; c1ng and fc21; : : :; c2mg of single path conditions
OUTPUT All mappings  such that for every condition c1i ; i = 1; : : :; n
there is a c2j ; j = 1; : : :; m such that (c1i )  c2j
1
1
METHOD Run the function mapmany(fc1; : : :; cn g; fc21; : : :; c2mg)
function mapmany(fc11; : : :; c1ng; fc21; : : :; c2mg)
for every function f from f1; : : :; ng to f1; : : :; mg do
0 []
for i = 1; : : :; n
if there is not a i = map1(c1i ; c2f (i); i,1 )
exit inner loop
if thetan was found, add n to mappings
return
Notice that there may be up to mn mappings between the two sets. The algorithm described
above takes no more than exponential time.
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